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Women Sports
Softball Unicorn
With over 63 million copies sold worldwide, The Guinness Book of World Records is the top-selling
copyright book in publishing history. The best and the worst, the most beautiful and most grotesque, the
most memorable, the longest, shortest, highest . . . the most extraordinary achievements ever known are
all here--in the newly revised, updated 1993 edition of the #1 record book of all time. Illustrations.

Educational Film Guide
Softball Notebook Blank Line Sports Journal Lined with Lines 6x9 120 Pages Checklist Record Book
Softball Lovers Take Notes Gift for Softball Player Planner Paper Men Women Kids Christmas Gift for
Softballer

The Program Book for Recreation Professionals
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This up-to-date collection of more than two dozen real-life cases illustrates the moral issues facing
contemporary American journalists. It will help students hone their reasoning skills, encouraging them
to think rationally and act with integrity.

Softball Queen Journal
Softball Pitching Edge
Are you a lover of softball? Does the game intrigue you? If you are or know someone who does then this
book is for you. Perfect for taking notes or journaling. These vibrant colors are sure to stand out.
Grab a copy today!

Mudville's Revenge
Moral Reasoning for Journalists
Baseball was different in earlier days—tougher, rawer, more intimate—when giants like Babe Ruth and Ty
Cobb ran the bases. In the monumental classic The Glory of Their Times, the golden era of our national
pastime comes alive through the vibrant words of those who played and lived the game.

The Road to a Healthy Heart
Softball was invented to show boys how it's done ! Cute notebook with title : Softball Unicorn makes the
perfect gift for your softball obsessed girl ! for softball players, coach or even fans. full sized 6 x
9 in (15.24 x 22.86 cm) 120 pages. can be given as a birthday gift or Christmas present for girls,
women, twins who enjoy play softball, to write their notes, training program, diary, funny sayings about
Softball. Full-color matte SOFT cover that makes you feel good about journaling your ideas and express
yourself in a very fancy way. Perfect Notebooks For : Girlfriend Birthday pitchers and catchers
Christmas Gifts Doodle Diaries Softball Training log The cover of the journal features : softball ball,
bat and glove and a cute floral pattern around it. Write and enjoy your Journey !
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Softball Coach Journal
"I can remember a reporter asking me for a quote and I didn't know what a quote was. I thought it was
some kind of a soft drink."-Joe Dimaggio. The author has more than doubled the number of hardball lines,
quips, quibbles, exclamations and sagacious sallies (4,271 versus 2,023) from the well reviewed earlier
edition, which featured a "good index" (ARBA), as it does again. From the historical to the hysterical,
Hall of Fame legends to long-forgotten bench jockies, this work compiles the best lines from the entire
spectrum of baseball. Quotations are arranged under several dozen topics, from "Aging Gracefully" to
"Yogi-isms" (and include the straightforward, like "Base Running" or "Home Runs," to the more fanciful,
like "Anger Management" and "Looks Aren't Everything"). Detailed ascriptions for each quotation provide
context and elaboration. Thorough name and narrow subject indexes allow for easy access.

Stolen Bases
Essays explore the influence of art in twentieth-century American culture, including jazz, basketball,
professional wrestling, magic, gambling, entrepreneurship, series television and automotive design

Softball Princess Journal
"A history of fastpitch softball from its beginnings as an industrial worker's game to an Olympic sport
with millions of fans traces the larger-than-life stories of the women and men who popularized it,
profiling some of its most famous athletes in a chronicle complemented by 16 pages of vintage
photos,"--NoveList.

Newsweek
A guide for coaches and pitchers, Kempf goes beyond the basics of female softball as she covers premotion presentation, stance, posture, timing, location and speed. Advice is given on the correct choice
of pitch illustrated with drawings.

New Scientist
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Total Softball, the Game Beyond the Game
Introduction to Sports Biomechanics has been developed to introduce you to the core topics covered in
the first two years of your degree. It will give you a sound grounding in both the theoretical and
practical aspects of the subject. Part One covers the anatomical and mechanical foundations of
biomechanics and Part Two concentrates on the measuring techniques which sports biomechanists use to
study the movements of the sports performer. In addition, the book is highly illustrated with line
drawings and photographs which help to reinforce explanations and examples.

Baseball in the Garden of Eden
For Big Lou’s Gentlemen’s Club softball was more than running around in dirt and grass. This crazy band
of misfits had to defeat the three time champs, The Animals. They couldn’t do it playing straight up
softball. They needed an edge – an edge that included exploding dogs, half of a dead horse, and a
shootout with a car. The Animals were not going to surrender their crown easily.

Guinness Book of World Records 1991
Softball Was Invented To Show Boys How It's Done
The Chicago Sports Reader
National Lampoon
A history of the rise and fall of baseball in America challenges popular beliefs about the game's
evolution while revealing how it reflects popular culture, citing the roles of such contributing factors
as gambling and religion.

Air Guitar
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Softball Switch-Up
Softball Was Invented to Show Boys How It's Done
Baseball and Philosophy brings together two high-powered pastimes: the sport of baseball and the
academic discipline of philosophy. Eric Bronson asked eighteen young professors to provide their
profound analysis of some aspect of baseball. The result offers surprisingly deep insights into this
most American of games. The contributors include many of the leading voices in the burgeoning new field
of philosophy of sport, plus a few other talented philosophers with a personal interest in baseball. A
few of the contributors are also drawn from academic areas outside philosophy: statistics, law, and
history. This volume gives the thoughtful baseball fan substancial material to think more deeply about.
What moral issues are raised by the Intentional Walk? Do teams sometimes benefit from the selfinterested behavior of their individual members? How can Zen be applied to hitting? Is it ethical to
employ deception in sports? Can a game be defined by its written rules or are there also other
constraints? What can the U.S. Supreme Court learn from umpiring? Why should baseball be the only
industry exempt from antitrust laws? What part does luck play in any game of skill?

Fastpitch
Encyclopedia of World Sport
Chronicling the rise of American sports from old-time, communitysponsored games to modern pro-sport
franchises, Vincent suggests that recent trends toward mass participatory sports are in reaction against
the corporate climate of professional sports

The Guinness Book of Records 1990
A celebration of the fast, the strong, the agile, and the tricky throughout Chicago's storied sports
history
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The Volvo Guide to Halls of Fame
Softball Was Invented to Show Boys How It's Done
Softball was invented to show boys how it's done ! Cute notebook with title: Softball Princess makes the
perfect gift for your softball obsessed girl ! for softball players, coach or even fans.full sized 6 x 9
in (15.24 x 22.86 cm);120 pages. can be given as a birthday gift or Christmas present for girls, women,
twins who enjoy play softball, to write their notes, training program, diary, funny sayings about
Softball. Full-color matte SOFT cover that makes you feel good about journaling your ideas and express
yourself in a very fancy way. Perfect Notebooks For: Girlfriend Birthday pitchers and catchers Christmas
Gifts Doodle Diaries Softball Training log The cover of the journal features: softball ball, bat and
glove and a cute floral pattern around it Write and enjoy your Journey !;

Guinness Book of Records
Introduction to Sports Biomechanics
When the coach of her championship softball team
pitch she is eager to help, especially since she
team's other pitcher turns up with a broken arm,
efforts at coaching seem to be frustrating Annie

asks Raisa Kumar to teach a new recruit, Annie, how to
hopes to be a coach herself someday; but when the
teaching Annie takes on a new urgency--and Raisa's
rather then helping her.

The McFarland Baseball Quotations Dictionary
The Glory of Their Times
A revealing look at the history of women's exclusion from America's national pastime

Baseball and Philosophy
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Contains essays concerning various sports or sports topics, from acrobatics to yachting, giving both
American and international coverage

The Hallmark
The Guinness Book of Records, 1993
The Guinness Book of Records 1987
Softball was invented to show boys how it's done ! Cute notebook with title: Softball Coach makes the
perfect gift for your softball obsessed girl ! for softball players, coach or even fans.full sized 6 x 9
in (15.24 x 22.86 cm);120 pages. can be given as a birthday gift or Christmas present for girls, women,
twins who enjoy play softball, to write their notes, training program, diary, funny sayings about
Softball. Full-color matte SOFT cover that makes you feel good about journaling your ideas and express
yourself in a very fancy way. Perfect Notebooks For: Girlfriend Birthday pitchers and catchers Christmas
Gifts Doodle Diaries Softball Training log The cover of the journal features: softball ball, bat and
glove and a cute floral pattern around it Write and enjoy your Journey !;

Dividend
Softball was invented to show boys how it's done ! Cute notebook with title : Softball queen makes the
perfect gift for your softball obsessed girl ! for softball players, coach or even fans. full sized 6 x
9 in (15.24 x 22.86 cm) 120 pages. can be given as a birthday gift or Christmas present for girls,
women, twins who enjoy play softball, to write their notes, training program, diary, funny sayings about
Softball. Full-color matte SOFT cover that makes you feel good about journaling your ideas and express
yourself in a very fancy way. Perfect Notebooks For : Girlfriend Birthday pitchers and catchers
Christmas Gifts Doodle Diaries Softball Training log The cover of the journal features : softball ball,
bat and glove and a cute floral pattern arround it. Write and enjoy your Journey !

The Guinness book of records 1988
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Art Issues
The one and only Guinness.

Softball! So What?
Do you love softball? This is the perfect notebook for you!
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